Officer Meeting
9/16/09

New Constitution (Jeremy)

• No corrections were made after we went through at first meeting
• Time to move to approve constitution, need a 2/3 vote of officer team (10 people to approve)
• Constitution has been approved

Industry/Research (Deb & Amy)

• E-mailed a few local companies and haven’t heard back, will try calling instead
• 9/23 meeting, need a speaker (Professor Ogle is busy)
• Tasha will try to talk to Icaria (sp. ?) by Friday
• Tomotherapy tour tentatively on 10/28 (3-5pm)
• Tour of Design Concepts on 11/13
• Contacted by U of Michigan to attend Graduate Symposium on 11/13 (goes from the 12th-14th, graduate students present posters, orientation, need to register by Oct. 2)
• Amy talked to companies at Career Fair, Boston Scientific wants to do a tour and maybe speak at meeting, Baxter was also interested

C.R.U.I.S.E. (Hallie)

• Suggesting a study session once before each set of midterms and once before finals instead of every week, maybe should change a location in between lakeshore and southeast dorms, maybe the first one Sept. 24th
• Organize a professor/research program, maybe have a professor give a tour, one lab a month
• Ideas: keep track of whose taken what classes and have that accessible on website, maybe do something like “speed-dating” thing for lower classmen to get to know upperclassmen

Social (Rob)

• Kickball tomorrow (Thursday Sept. 17th)
• Capture the Flag with IIE, suggested Oct. 22 (day before design, and SWE Formal on the 23rd), maybe October 1st
• Laser Tag, Nov. 2, teams of 13, $13.50 per person (includes 3 games, free pizza, and prizes)
• ALPS, ends in Oct., maybe Oct. 3rd, 4th, or 18th

President (Mike)

• Need to fill out driver authorization form(s), another form for Minnesota
• Ideas for a faculty vs. BMES event for a fundraiser, maybe do a jar with change, who ever raises the most money gets a pie in the face, or an athletic event
• Need T-shift ideas

Webmaster (Matt)
• Send an e-mail about how to put up photos
• How to promote myBMES—more people will sign up later on, maybe keep track of who is getting close to becoming a distinguished member
• E-mail Matt with questions

Treasurer (Val)
• Pizza Sales: Sept. 30, Oct. 14, Oct. 28, Nov. 11 (10:45 to 2:00)
• Casino nights, not available until late November
• Start Boston Store/Coupon book fundraiser starting first weekend in Oct.
• Maybe consider doing a nitty gritty selling cups fundraiser, or a mini golf fundraiser

Polygon Rep. (Andrew)
• Relay information from polygon as a slide or as a part of the weekly e-mail

Communication (Goon)
• Polygon funding is due on Friday

Database (Kayla)
• Need to get people to fill out internship/co-op forms, maybe find out who has had one and send out a bi-weekly e-mail reminding them to fill out the form, connect with ECS

Outreach (Tasha)
• River food starts this week
• Special Olympics bowling, Oct. 24th, stress that if you sign up you HAVE to go
• Habitat for Humanity, haven’t heard back yet, but requested Miami as first choice
• Science Olympiad, every Thursday 2:15-4p headed by Kayla Barnhardt, no date

Industry Relations (Ben)
• Ideas for what to sell to potential sponsors other than meeting speaker